
CHAPl'ER - IV 

This chapter looks into the puzzling phenomenon that. 

although before implies that the head clause activity is anterior 

to the activity referred to in the before-clause.someH~>~.e.s a past 

perfect tense occurs in the time clause as well as in the head 
' ' ' 

clause ; (a) I had seen him before he saw me, (b) I aaw him 

before he had seen me. These two sentences ar,e from Jespersen 

(1931 : 82). Although Jespersen does not say anything very clearly, 

he seems to suggest that these two ~tructures are interchangeable. 

Even more complicated is his contention in The Philosophy of 

Grammar· (1924 a 262) that He came before I had written the letter 

may mean either I finis~d writing the_letter after he had come 

or I wrote the letter after he had come., 

There are only two or. three works .by grammarians and linguists, 

including. the monumental Comprehensive Gramma~ by Quirk .et al 

(1985), . cl.:lC3.i:. cmly t9!JCh .up;>n this problem, bu:t ·do not offer 

a satisfactory explanation. only· Declerck's article .(1979. b) 

conce1:1tr:ates Qri: tl:le problem of the. past ·perfective, but,. as we 

will see soon. his solutions are not wholly satisfactory. The 

other writers taking, interest in the use of had after before --
are Meyer~Myklestad (1967) and Edgren (1971). Meyer-Myklestad 

(1967 a 169)' notes that Jespersen's examples (a) and' (b) are 
' ' 

•striking' but limits himself to observing that "there is a 

certain latitude of usage as regards their respective tense 

sequence". Edgren (1971 a 133-4) handles the problem this waya 



A perfect past for.m indicating factual action was 
used 'in a number of before-clauses linked with a 
simple past form in the head clause. As a result 
of this combination the head clause aet~vity was 
apprehended as occurring suddenly o~ unexpectedly 
early. 
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Edgren illustrates her remark with examples like the following# 

drawn from a corpus : But before· he had ·.picked up his· gl~ ·bes, 

Gilbert. seized his sleeve. $he _generalizes (1971 · a 233 J that 

structures of this type are not used in order 
. ' 

to give matter-of-fset information about the 
·temporal relationship between two· actions but· 
ernpJ.oyed as. a stylisti~ means o.f expressing 
that the action of the head clause occurs 

.'· 

unexpectedly early or rapidly. 

She, howev~r, leaves unexplained how this. special. semantic 
' ·. . . 

eff.ect ~~ pe produced. 

It is'only Declerck (1979 b) who suggests a solution of 

the problems ~hat. this peculiar structure of the past perfective 

seems to generate. we will discuss Jespersen (1924); (1931) 

and. (1945),. Quirk et al (1985), as well' as the present author's 

coJ:respondence.wii;h Quirk and.tsech on the. use of ~.after 

before in the first section of this chapter, and in the second - . . . 

Declerck (1.9791::>). 



(i) 

our general awareness of the past perfective with before 

clause (pas'!; :perfect -t before + simple past = 'I'he patient had 

died before the doctor came) surely faces a jolt as we come 

across constructions like 'He saw me before 1 had seen him' and 

• He had seen. me before 1 had seen him' •. Althq.l,lgh not so much . 

, in vogue . as the past. perfect + before + simple past or the 
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simple past + before + simple past sequence, this pattern (simple 

past + before ..,. past perfect) is not altogether in disuse, 

particularlY _in rememb_rance of things past. Here is Hardy 

(1974 : 217) engaged in positing past within past: 

"·'That· outer loose ·lock of hair wants tidying~ 6 

he said, .before she ·had moved· or spokenu ......... (A) 

If Hc:lrdy• s Epgl:±sh· .is to· be taken with a· grain of· salt, 

no such liberty can ber taken with Jespersen• s (1945 s S6£ill: 

"'I' hi's was written before schucking ••• had: called 

in question ~ • • ... . (~ "I wro.t'e this before •• •", 

to make it Active Voice) --'"" (B) 

·If Hardy is too remote and Jespersen too pe¢iantic, 

Alistair Maclean (197'6 : 77) is there· to show how the pa~1: 

per~ect +. pe;ore + simple past sequence and the simple past. + 

before + past perfect sequence could be yoked together by 

violence: 



"Mayor Morrison • • • had launched himself at 
Branson before anyone realized, certainly before 
Branson had realized"• ~~~<cJ 

This rather queer variant of the past perfective demands 

attention because although most books on English grammar and 

usage have ignored the issue, Quirk et al (1985 a 1020) retrieve 

what Jespersen (1924 1 262) registered long ago. What follows is 

an attempt to look into the ways the for.m has been explained. 

And this attempt is not without importance because it seeks 

to _discuss "a very real difficulty. and one that continues to 

puzzle grammarians'' (see Appendix - I). 
. . 

In the chapter entitled 91'l'ime an¢! Tense•• in The .Philosophx 

of Grammar,. Jespersen (1924 : 262) postulates: 

"The relations between the ·two· • times•, the· simple 
past and_ the before-past, may be represented 

.. ::: ... 
graphically thus, the line denoting the time it 
took to write-the letter, and the Point c the 
time of· his · coming-.: 

He came before· .I had written: the letter :: either I -finished wri·tinc;a the letter after he had come., or 
I wrote the letter after he had come:l -. 

·' e . ' 
___ l _____ .,. ...... 

Or c -------...... -.-......... 
·c 
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-~-~ .. 



The equation is somewhat baffling. The second graphical model 

(C ~--~ ) turns 'before• into a dubious tool to handle in the 

pluperfect. The model does here what Shakespeare• s l?olonius 

wished to do in other matters a "By indirection find direction 

out". It is difficult to see why the before clause should be 

made so esoteric when •after• could do the job very easily 

·and competently? 
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The first model C-:2:---), it is. evident, may be applicable 

to a ~rolonged action ·like •writing the letter• interrupted by 

another action like 'his coming• •. But it fails to work where 

there are two separate points of actions. The act of writing a 

letter and that of seeing a person are not of the same order. And 

application of these models to examples (A), (E) and (Cj would 

result in the bizarre. 

Taking a different stand, Quirk et al (1985 a 1020) 

tentatively postulate that 'had• aft~r 'before• makes the before-

clause non•:factua1 : "that is to. say, the event in the before• 

clause may not have taken place". 'The patient died before the 

doctor had come' or 'The patient had died before the doctor 

had come• would thus imply that the doctor did not at. all come. 

This interpretation goes well with examples (A) and (C) but 

miserably fails in the case of (B) 1 it is. impossible to believe 

that Jespersen wishes us to take that schticking did not "call 

in question". 
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The limitation of the explanation given in the COmprehensive 

Grammar forces Randolph Quirk to approach the issue from another 

angle ~herein he makes use of unexpressed reporting clauses. 

Thus he recasts 11 ~ saw him before he had seen me" into 11 I saw 

him before CI heard later thatJ he had seen me" (see ApPendix -

I)o This route avoids the hurdle of non•factuality, but winds 

up in a pitfall. The bracketed section shapes the succession of 

events into the follo\'ring a 

lat event -He had seen me 

2nd event - I saw him 

3rd event - I heard later '(of the 1st). 

All the events are factual here~ giving out a meaning quite 

different from the one suggested by Quirk et al · (1965 : 1020). 

Quirk 1 s suggestion that example (BJ be read as 11This t-.Tas 

written before. CI lear~ed thatJ S~hucking ••• /had called 

in question ••• " (see Appendix ... I) once again brings in chaos a 

we get a paraph,rase that would hardly have obtained Jespersen• s 

Sa.rlCtion •. For all pr-actical purposes, Jespersen must mean at 

.least 

1st event- This was written., 

2nd event - schucking ••• called in question .. 

3rd event - I learned (later of the 2nd). 



and not 

ls~ event-- schucking ••• called in ques~ion, 

2nd event - '!'his was written , 

3~ event_. X learned (later of the lst)e 

. ~ . ' -

Apropos of jespersen' s sentence, one then feels tempted to call 
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in question the grammar in the sentence. The 'timet, one might 

say, is out of • joint' herei and the great grammarian of Elsinore 

might well have set it right. i£ he had written , ''Xhis had been 

written before schucking • • • called in question ••• " • 

. . 
. The unsure and complicated position of the simple past + 

be;ore + past perfect sequence takes a peculiar turn with the 

example l?ro;f,fe:ssqr G~offrey teec.h cites (in a letter to the present 
'. ; . ' : . 

. author) iP. support o; }J.is c.;Laim that "the account in the Comp.re.-
. ' -. ' ' ' ' ' . ', . 

hensive Grammar, section ll)l-,.27, is substantially co.p;ect" J "E. g. 

in 'He stopped the .. :ball befo.r;e it had reacheQ. the boundarlf• tl:le 

past· pex;:fec~ indi<;::ates non-fulfilment. It 4,.s·, in fact, in my view, 

the hypOthet'.:[c'a1 past perfect" ·(see Appendix .;;. II)• leech's 

example, clespite his axplanat~on, raises a question : how doel3 

• He stopped 'too ball before it had reached the boundary• · (a) 

'semantically differ from •ae had stopped the ball before it reached 

the bounda.a;y•·. (b) ? For one thing, (b) is expressly .indicating 
. . . '' ' ,. 

the non•oc:::ci:urrence. of .. the event in the before-clause., Anf if (b) 

i.s really doing .so, (a) seems to be· superfluous. Besides, if only 
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(a) offers non•fulfilment, what else is there to eXPeCt from (b). 

can we say, (b) implies that first he stopped the ball, and then 

it (the ball) reached the boundary - just as t'l7e may take 'The 

pattent had died before the doctor came' to imply that first 

the patient died, and then the doctor came? The question of 

hypothesis or non-fulfilment seems to be valid in constructions 

comprising two separate/independent past events. And if "one 

effect of the past + before + past perfective sequence is to 

_imply_independence of the two events" (see Appendix • I), Professor 

Leech's example does not hold good.simply because the movement 

('reaching') of the ball is contingent upon the action of 'he' 

('hi$ stopping the ball') • 

. What the t,wo sections o:f this chapter establish is_ that 

the si~J.~ past:.+ before+ past per~ective structure (i.e. the 

'paradoxical•· past perfective.) .it? dangerously susceptible to more 

thari one semantic ·interpretation. 

(ii) 

The :filOSt. intensive and detailed. study of :the so•Qalied • para

doxical• past perfective has.been made by Renaat Declerck (1979b) 
. . ' ' 

in his article entitled 'Tense and Modality in Englis9 Before 

Glauses• where!Q he looks into as many as 155 examples bo~h ~s 

own and the· ones used by o·thers. The- purpose of the paper,- as 
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Declerck (l979b 1 720) himself declares at the outset, is "to 

draw atten~ion to a.nm:Wer.of a~I?~ent problem~ in connection 

with the use of ten~es in before-clauses and to suggest a theory 

in which these problems are automatically solvedn. i'he problems 
' . . . . 

discussed are indeed important, but despite Declerck's worthy 

efforts his theory has not been able to solve all the problems. 

Drawing upon Gen~rative· semantice, Declerck makes a study of 

the past simple and the past perfective in before~clauses from 

two viewpoints - qon-modal _anc;l modal. Since the present study looks 

into the position of the past perfective in grammar an4 usage, we 

wil~ consider Declerck's examination of the past perfective (in 
' 

the before ... clause) only. Gleaning reJ_evant material frqm Declerck's 

examples and analyses, .we haye. the following important points to 

make in relation to our study. 

A~ Peclerck•s contention that 

(131) I took av.1ay the book before John read it·. 
differs from 

'· (.132). I took away the book before John· had read it. 
in that (13~), but not (131), expresses completeness 

. - ' . ,· ' 

of ·the activity, thus leaving open the possibil~ty 
that John had already-read part of the book when I 

took it away from him. 
(ibid •. p~ 1'3 9) 



does not seem to correspond to h.ts earlier observation that the 

9ubclause of "I spoke to Mary before Jolm had spoken to her" 
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does no~ 11 eixclude the possibility that John spoke to Mary later 

on" (ibid, · p. 73 2 J bee a use we are not told anything about a struc

ture like II I spoke to Mary before John spoke to her". Besides, 

Decletck does not examine the difference, if any, that would come 

in if the head clauses had the past perfect:J.ve (11 I had taken 

••••" and "l had· spOken ••••'i). Furthermore,_ .if we juxtapose 

Declerck Is analyses' of the examples ,, I 'took away t~ book before ' 

John had read it'' (ibid~, P• 139) . and "Mary burnt the letter before 
i 

her fathe'r had read it" (ibid·. p. 734,) we are ·forced to conclude 

that they have contradictOry conclus;l.ons. Evidently Declerck's 

attention in general .i~ focuss~d on the 'theory that 11 ment_al con• 

cept.i,Qns .are _t)ropo~.i'l;iona~ly ~prmed even if ·_they a:r;e n~t actually 

uttered in the form of_ a direct speech sentence" (ibid. p. 734) 

and that· na (' non-l,"lorJDal') shift ;from d.irect speech to indirect 

speech. is C) grammatical. meai'lS. of . expressi>;l9 that th~ pro};X)siticm 

corre,E?ponds with a rite111:a.l conception that does not apply to the 

real world b'!lt ~eflects a state of affairs imagined by'the sUb• 

jeici.ti'•. (ibid. P• · 734). · 

':f'he obvious d~ger of basing analyses on .. such a theory is 

that an unend~p.g n'!,lmber of models may crop .up. 'I'he threat of this 
. " . . . . ' . . . 

d~ge~ i~ clearly seen in.Declerc;::k~-s exaplanation of the tt.t~o 

s~ni;ences : "~he workers stopped striking before the situation came 

to a head" and ,11 'l'he workers stopped striking before the situation 
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had come to a head". Of the former he says; "•• • unreality can 

be expressed by a past tense ••• · when the head clause activity 

is performed with the purpose of preventing the situation expressed 

in the be'fore..:clause ,. •• "~ As regards the latter, he postulates 

that II If the SitUatiOn in the befOre-claUSe iS not COnCeiVed Of 

as· something that must be avoided but, for ex,arrple~ as a possible 

~planation of the ~c~ivity indicated in the main clause, unreality 

has .to be expressed by a past perfect.•! What is puzzling here is 
. :. ,·, 

tha~ we are gettin~ ttt1o :POssible models .fo~ non"~'factuality -

models that fail to explain the semantics of the following (and 

m~y other possible) .. sentences . ; 1'The patient died before the 

doctor came" and 11The patient died before the doctor had come". 

The sarre may be said about Declerck • s ru&alysis 'that 11 ,. • ~ · • John 

·"died'· beforef the doctor arrived • expresses tha,t John died· befo·.te 

it was a fact that ·~he doctor arrived, whereas • John died before 

·the doctor had arrived' expreses that ·Jo~ died before it "t-las a 

fact that the dodt6r was there~• (ibid, p• 739)• · :J:t is very diffi• . 
cult'indeed. to··see the difference between •the doctor•s ·arrival• 

and 'the doctor• s be .ing there~*' (under lining mine) • . The doctor'' s 

'non•arrivaP and the doctor•·s •not 'being there• ·convey qualita

tiveiy the ·same riotion of n6n•£actu~1ity. 

B~ l3y wa"J{ of expla;ining "the seemingly illogic'al use of 

J;>ast perfect indicative forms in before•c lauses" (ibid. P• 72 9), 
. . •, r • ' . .' . ' . • 

Decl~rck advances the following ar~~entsa 



"The psychological factors that occasioned the 

person in question to imagine the situation a~ 

the same as we have observed for. the traditional 

cases of modEt). indicative forms ; either the situa

tion is conceived of as a possibility, as something 

that could have happened or which someone had 

expected .to· happen ••• or it .is visualized by the 

person in question as something he is afraid of or 

which he t"lishes to prevent • • • or the situation 

corresponds t<ili th an intention, plan, hoPe or wish •••• 
In each case the .conception which enters the mind of 

.the person who expects;;~ fears, wishes etc. it to 
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becone true :corresr;Onds wi·ch a ·direct speech proposi

tion invqlving a present per~ect expressing an~eriority, 

resultativeness or completeness"• (ibid. P• 730). 

In explaining the sentence "I concealed· myself before he had 

seen· me11
, Declerck thus says; 

11 •• • • The anxious tho\lght that crossed my mind whel) 

I spotted the m~ I t"'anted to avoid t'>1as 'He has 

seen me : • (probably.with the·resultative impli

cation o£ 'He knows· I am here.' ·• · • He will attac:k 

me' etc~ ) 11 (ibid. P• 730'). 

It can, howev~r, be shown that the cognitJ:<ie structUre· 

(mental cc~mception) underlying the b~fore-clause is not. always 

representable as a direct speech proposition containi~g a present 
' . , . . 

perfect. For example •. when Jespersen. (1945 a 56 fn) wr~tes, 

"~his was l'Jritten bE?fore $chucking .. • • had called in c;o.testion 

• ., 111 • •• (already discussed at length in the first section of this 



chapter), the cognitive structure underlying,the before~clause 

does not depend on the psychological factors Declefck invoke~ •. 

lt is really impossible. to indicate a relevant direct speech 

proposition containing a present perfect. 

c.- Declerck invites unnecessary complications w}len he says 

7.5 

he uses the term 'counter£ actual' ('unreal', •contrary to fact.•) 

in a relative sense and not in the absolute· sense in which ;J.t is 

normally used in linguistic literature.- In the ~solute s~Q~e a 

clause is counterfactual if it refers. to a11 event that did not 

occur.at all. In the relative sense, a subclause is cqunter£actual 

if it expresses that. an event that could conce~vably happen did 

not happen ()r had not yet happened at the t:ime of the even·t;. 'of the 

main clause. f?ince the context, · before or afti,:)r a · sen'tence, can 

easily-establish whether a particular event takes place at aJ.l 

or no~, the nonfactuality of' an event', when t'aken ih a relative 

sense,· only defer's the pOSSibility leaving th<? read~r in SUSpense 

which Can be driV<?D -away qnly by further statements-• And if further 

statements or propositions are needed for the sake' of ' clarif ica

tion, the us~_of nonfactuality on. relative terms either becom~~ 

useless or· superfl\.lo~s~ For eXample, in 11 The pat,ient di~d before 

the doctor had comen, it is easier to. a9cept that the doctor did 

not come a1:; ··all tb.an to ·believe that'the sPeaker intends to mean 

that the' doctor 'f:lirned 'up •. say~ much later. ~his kind _of S\Jspen

sion of judgernez;1t i_s rather seen in a construction like "The 

patient had died before the 'doctor came" where we cannot. be sure 

tnat the doctor really turned up later~ 
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D. Finally, Declerck does not seem to consider the difference 

between bipartite and tripartite structures. By • bipartite• 

structure we mean a sentence like 11 .I saw him before he had seen 

me", \i'here reference is made to only tl.-10 agents : • .I' and • he'; -
and by • tripartite• structure we would mean a sentence like "I 

s:po~ to Ma:.cy- before John had spoken to her" (Declerck : l979b : 

132) t..rhere we have three agents : 1 I', 1 Mary1 and 'John'. Declerck 

claims that "I spoke to Mary before John had spoken to her" does 
- ' ' 

"exclude the possibility that John spoke ·to Mcu;-y l.ater on11 ~ but 

does not see. the possibility that "I. had spoken to Ma+y ·before 

. Johri. had spoken. to_ :tzern would . imply the --same •. .In othe~ words, · 

_Declerck does_not make clear the difference -between the rol~-of 

.moda:l. before-~ clause in a. tripartite sentence and· that in -a· 
,·l;· 

. _bipartite sentence. 
. I 

E. Part of Declerck• s examinatio~ of. non-modal use of thEa 

past ~rfective in before-clause, too, is questionable. Drawing 
' . . . . 

a. difference between 11John told me the news before ~ read it_ in 

the newspap~r11 and "Jo1m had told me the news_ before ~ read it 

in the newspaper11
, he remarks that the anteriority relation in 

' . 
the former 11does not necess:I.tate the use of a past perfect in 

the main clause because it is sufficiently clear f~om the con

junbtion" (ibid. p. 123) while in the latter 11 the past perfect 

in the main clause not only denotes the anteriortty relation 
' . 

explicitly but ·also has the effect of implying resultativeness: 

John had told me the news is in fact equivalent to • .I· was 

acquainted with the news• " (ibid.). Now, Leech (1991 : 29) 
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as w19ll as west an~ Kimber (1957 • 126), as we have se~n, suggest 

that t.he:?e two structures are interchangeable. Besides, the oi:nter-
' . 

pretation of resultativeness or completeness holds little i~ 

senten9es like "~he patient died before the doctor came" and 

"The patient had died. :before the doctor came"• Moreover, we may 

questlon, ·what is •complete• in Declerck's example 'John had 

been in Egypt before I went there•, and how valid is his differen• 

tiation between ~\fOhn had been in Egypt before I went there• and 

' John was , in Egypt . bef~re I .went there-' ? ·;m ·his opinion, the 

differe:nce is due to the fact that the ·former "implies John was 

no longer ip Egypt. VI hen. l went there" (Declerck : l9'79b i 723) ~ 

while t.he latter does not. Eut~ is it not.t}1at the difference 

j,.s due to .. the r1atu.r~· of the verb 11was•~ (i.e •. a :form of 'be' 

verb.) so that "was"· 'does not .function i.ike '"told": j'ust as 11had 

beEm" does riot fun6t.ion· like "had told.••· 1 Hence, the postulate 

that' 81 the pa~t 'perfect in 'tb.e main c;:lause at least implies 

completen~ss of the 'activit.yct (ibid.) _is not ~ttended by a happy 

and strong example . here so as to form a mode1 11 For what can be 

said of'the difference between 

• John had gone to Egypt before l went there• 

and 

• John went to Egypt before I went 1;here' 

in terms of •completeness' ? 
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Even more arbitrary seems Declerck's analysis of the sen~ 

tence, ''Johrl. had told me the news before I had read it in the 

newspapex-11 (.;Lbici. p., 723). He argues that in this sentence ••wh~re 

a past perfect is employed in both head clause and subclause, 

the point o£ orientation must be established by the preceding 

sentence" (il:>id• p., 725). What Declerck means to say is that an 

appropriate narrative context is required for this type of sen• 

tences. He provides the sentence with a passible narrative context 

in the following manner ; "(I was very angry with John.) He had 

told me the news befo~ I had read it in the newspaper (as I 

would have preferred to read it in the papeJ:: first)". If we are 

to comply with Declerck's view, we would say that the non

factuality or modal use of the past perfective in the before

clause gets cancel~ed ~ecause of the presence of a past perfective 

in the head clause. But we have seen. that Quirk et al (1985 1 

1020) regard this type of structure as well as the one like 01He 

told me ~he news before I had read it .in the newspaper" as 'non- · 

factual' •. 'l,'hings g~t even mare complicated as we stumble on 

Declerck•s following observations; 

"For one thing, the past perfect leeks the 
implicature of realized action which goes 
along with the past tense. 

Thus, 
(58) 'l'he general tortured his· prisoners before 
he hao interrogated them. leaves us quite 
uninformed as to whether the prisoners were 



subsequently interrogated or not. secondly, unlike 
the use of the past tense, the use of the past 
perfect somehow reminds us of the alternative state 
of affair~, i.e. of what did not happen but could 
have happened". 

(1979b ' 727) 
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Declerck's analysis here involves contradiction because if the 

past perfective lacks the implicature of realized action, •leaving 

us quite unillformed', it cannot then have the capacity to remind 

us of 11 what did not· happen but could· have happened" •. 


